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In case you don't know me
Written by bubba
1. Full Name: Codename - Wild Geese
2. Were you named after anyone? No. Birds maybe.
3. Do you wish on stars? Only Ricardo Montalban and he's never paid off.
4. When did you last cry? I'm tearing up as we 'speak'...imagining songs, birds, clouds.
5. Do you like your handwriting? I write with a robotic arm and therefore don't consider it my own.
6. What is your favorite lunch meat? 14 year old runaway torso sliced thin for sandwiches.
7. How many kids? 4 at the park, strangers but so pure. I'm watching them now...waiting.
8. Names and ages of kids: I've named them Mrs. Crowley, Pandora, Vic Trigger and Thor.
9. If you were another person would you be friends with you? Unless when I was them I was rude to the real me, then I would punch me
in the nose, hard, so my eyes would tear up. If after that we could talk like adults and I could feel like I was being heard, then I'd hope for a
lasting friendship.
10. Do you have a journal? Yes. But I fill it out as other people.
11. Do you use sarcasm a lot? I don't get it.
12. Would you bungee jump? Depends on who the business owner is. I don't trust Pakistanis.
13. What is your favorite cereal? I reject this question on principle.
14. Do you untie your shoes when you take them off? Again, I wear skates. Is this biased?
15. Do you think that you are strong? I used to be a powerlifter but I cried during The Notebook. I never feel like I really fit in.
16. What is your favorite ice cream flavor? They don't sell it in this country. It's called 'Vanilla Hash'.
17. Shoe Size? Ha ha ha I know where you're going with this. 17 - extra wide.
18. Red or Pink? Depends whether they seem appreciative that I paid for dinner.
19. What is your least favorite thing about yourself? Half my break dance moves I stole from others. So lack of creativity.
20. Who do you miss most? The fat witch that lives in my chimney. I've never seen her.
21. Do you want everyone you send this to, to send it back? Only Crystal. She and I apparently are the only ones with enough free
time.
22. What color pants and shoes are you wearing? Vibrant chartreuse, candy apple red.
23. Last thing you ate? Evidence. All of it.
24. What are you listening to right now? There is this silly leprechaun on my desk! He's so funny, yet never says a word. Maybe he
doesn't have a tongue. It's me now, I'm sobbing.
25. If you were a crayon, what color would you be? I'd leave myself and the rest of the pack in a car window so we could melt into a new
color which I would call 'Corlianderthon'.
26. Favorite Smells? Mmmm...black tar heroin right when it hits a REAL silver spoon. And napalm in the morning.
27. Last person you talked to on the phone? Not sure, I didn't look. I screamed at them incessantly for 40 seconds, hung up and moved
to the next alphabetical name.
28. The first thing you notice about the opposite sex? That they have sneaky devil eyes.
29. Do you like the person who sent this to you? I want to. I really, really want to.
30. Favorite Drink? Anything in a used, velvet slipper.
31. Favorite Sport to Watch? Bum fighting.

32. Hair Color? What's with the character assassination? So I'm thinning out. Seriously, back off.
33. Eye Color? Corlianderthon
34. Contacts? Yes, one on the thigh and one by my kidney. He said it was a 2 contact minimum once I made altar boy.
35. Favorite Food? Little people of all denominations.
36. Scary Movies or Happy Endings? Happy Endings...but only at Tokyo Spa and only when Sun Yi Lieng is working.
37. Last Movie You Watched? Since I'm a speed reader I only watch the trailers.
38. Favorite Day of the Year? The day I stop working. Then it will be my favorite day 'of all time'.
39. Summer or winter? Summer is way hotter, but Winter is rumored to be nastier. But they are twins. I don't know. You pick.
40. Hugs or Kisses? Depends on cost and if there is any drink minimum.
41. Favorite Dessert? This embarrassing, but, I'm allergic to cats so I can't answer this.
42. Who Is Most Likely To Respond? Crystal. She'll do it again and again. She loves this. Never done anything better.
44. What books are you reading? The Berenstein Bears Learn About Swinging and Cross-Genetic Disfigurement
45. What's On Your Mouse Pad? That leprechaun! He moved!
46. What Did You Watch Last night on TV? Surveillance tapes from the Shell station bathroom on 42nd.
47. Rolling Stones or Beatles? Who f@!!@6=% cares? More like Pet Shop Boys or Bananarama! Shizzzam!
48. What's the furthest you've been from home? I'm miles away from anything recognizable right now.
49. Do you have a special talent? Yes, but since coming of the tour circuit I no longer enjoy being referred to as the 'Human Super
Soaker'. Just let it go.
50. Favorite Quote? Not sure who said it, but it went something like this: "What the fuck Crystal? Why do you send around such crazy
emails?! Seriously! Once in awhile just a quick line to say "Hi! How are you?" would be nice. The collective 'we' are starting to wonder if
you really exist or if all these wacky emails are generated from computer like that crazy one in War Games. Come back home Crystal!
Come back!"
"Now....In order to send this back to me you need to highlight all the text, go to edit and copy.
Then click New Memo. Go to edit and paste. Then change the answers to yours and send on
to your friends."
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